Action Item Updates

- Traudl – update on CyberDocs usage?
- Karl – web page denoting current tools
  http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~kyoung/CurrentVersions.htm
- Latest package tags and Doxygen links
  http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/ground/software/LatestPackages/index.htm
- Leon has started updating the TkrRecon docs.

Meeting Time

Data Structure Task Force will be meeting every other Tuesday at 8:30 AM PST…
Do we move or just alternate Tuesdays?
Web Page Recommendations

- Pages must not reside in a user’s personal space
  - institute’s GLAST web or on the SLAC SAS web.
- Explain how to gain access to the SAS web
  - Windows + Front Page or use Citrix
    [Link]
- Date & Time modified on all web pages
  - Hans recommends mandating the ISO standard 8601:
    \[ yyyy-mm-dd \; hh:mm:ss \]
Web Recommendations contd.

- Discourage the removal of pages
  GLAST history should be preserved.
  Ex.) The existing Gaudi pages refer to v7
  pages will be stored within a gaudi_v7 directory
  and all new pages concerning v9 will be located
  within gaudi_v9

- Periodic SAS web reviews
  Check for broken links – easy using Front Page
  Check for accurate contents
Web Recommendations contd.

- Toby suggests explicitly stating versions of IE and Netscape that need to be supported.
  
  Netscape >= 4.6? IE >= 5.0?

- Naming convention for web folders?